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   Workshop on Lightweight Security & Privacy: Devices, Protocols, and Applications (LightSec 2011) will 
be held in Istanbul, Turkey, on March 14-15, 2011. The workshop is sponsored by EU FP7 Project ICE 
(Grant Agreement No: 206546) and by TUBITAK-BILGEM-UEKAE (The Scientific and Technological 
Research Council of Turkey, National Research Institute of Electronics and Cryptology). 
 
   The workshop received 27 submissions from 18 countries; 10 of these was selected for presentation in 
the workshop & publication in these proceedings. The paper acceptance ratio was %37. Each submission 
was reviewed by at least 3 reviewers (average number of reviews per submission was 3.4). 
 
   In addition to these contributions, the workshop program will include two invited talks given by Prof. Dr. 
Josep Domingo-Ferrer and Prof. Dr. Bart Preneel. 
 
   We would like to thank all the people who made this workshop possible: the workshop sponsors, 
Program Committee members & external reviewers, authors who submitted their papers, and finally, 
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